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Development trends in the financial sector

Summary
The financial sector was one of the earliest sectors to be

In early 2018, a new phase of digitalisation started. Better

digitalised. In the late 1960s, banks started introducing

computer processing power and data volumes, mobile

computer centres to process checks and bills electronic-

technologies and cloud solutions led to new service and

ally. The Dankort (national debit card) was introduced by

business opportunities, but also the emergence of new

PKK (financial institutions’ purchase and credit card asso-

competitors and potential new business partners in the fin-

ciation) in 1983 to make the payment system in Denmark

ancial sector. This put pressure on established players in

more efficient. In 2001, almost DKK 3.2 million Dankorts

the financial sector to develop new business models and

were issued.

services in the financial sector, which affects job and skills
requirements. The competition doesn’t just come from

In March 2007, Politiken wrote (Politiken, 2007): “In the

fintech, but even more from the global IT companies and

future, the bank will just be a text message away. There are

the launch of financial solutions such as Apple Pay, and also

mobile banks in many countries, while Denmark is lagging

from the Chinese Ali Pay, which was presented to the Dan-

behind.” The financial crisis put pressure on the finan-

ish market in late 2017.

cial sector to further improve efficiency. Apple’s iPhone
launched the development of digital self-service solutions,

Digitalisation poses competitive challenges for the estab-

which resulted in efficiency gains and had an impact on the

lished players in the financial sector, but it also represents

closure of less profitable branches. In September 2010, iD-

potential solutions to the changing nature of competition.

anske, which is what Danske Bank called its iPhone mobile

These solutions include the deployment of a number of

bank, was the number 1 most downloaded free app in the

emerging technologies, which are listed on the next pages.

Danish version of the App Store. The rapid uptake came
as a surprise to the major Danske Bank, according to the
Danish newspaper Politiken (Politiken, 2010).
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Trends that affect development
These years, the financial sector is facing important
strategic choices and major changes with regard to
the development of business models, organisational
culture and optimisation of the customer experience.
Here are trends that are expected to affect the value
creation of financial suppliers:

Artificial intelligence/cognitive banking
Artificial intelligence (AI) spans a number of technologies such as natural language processing, machine
learning, image processing, voice recognition and deep
learning. AI technologies, or cognitive technologies as
some call them, utilise the growth of data the increased
processing power of computers. Artificial intelligence

Chatbots, smart and digital assistants

can find patterns in unimaginable quantities of data that

There is a difference between rule-based bots and AI-

can be used e.g. to automate compliance management,

based digital assistants. The rule-based bots known as

but artificial intelligence also includes opportunities in

“bots” became popular in the 1990s with the spread of

predictive analytics that can track financial crime or can

online chat rooms. Digital personal assistants are not pro-

be used to personalise services based on patterns in cus-

grammed like the early bots. They are based on AI, which

tomer transactions.

means that through training they are not only able to answer questions but also solve problems.

Fintech companies
Fintech as a concept has become synonymous with the
Data-driven product development based

development of a new type of digital-based company that

on data and artificial intelligence

utilises the development in digital technologies to offer

With the digitisation of financial transactions, the amount

new products and services. These are products and ser-

of customer data on customer behaviour and preferences

vices that go in and affect basic business models and work-

has grown significantly. This allows for the development of

flows in the established financial sector through what is

products that meet or even anticipate customer needs.

also called ‘digital disruption’.

IoT- Internet of Things

Process automation

In the future, data on customers will not only come from

Robots have become a popular expression of robotic

financial transactions. As sensors are embedded in more

process automation (RPA). The concept refers to soft-

and more things from refrigerators to bicycles, cars and

ware that can be programmed to undertake basic tasks

consumer products such as fitness bracelets, there will be

that an employee would otherwise carry out

even more data as a result of the Internet of Things. This
will lead to the development of whole new business concepts, such as insurance premiums based on risk profiles
or actual consumption, and may lead to the development
of new advisory services focused on minimising risk.
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Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality (AR) is visualisation technology where
computer-generated data, visualisations or sound are
Cloud software as a service

added on top of the “real world”. AR has been intro-

Despite more and more financial companies using the

duced in the form of an app by the Australian bank the

cloud, financial companies are still reluctant to use

Commonwealth Bank of Australia. AR is built on top of

cloud-based solutions for fear of failing to meet their

an actual image, while virtual reality is pure simulation.

strict obligations (Kromann and Mûnther, 2015). Cloud
solutions can lead to savings and support innovation.

Virtual Reality
Virtual Reality (VR) is still in its infancy in the financial
RegTech

sector. But there can be potential for customers to get

The concept is used for digital products and services

a more experience-based insight into complex financial

used to ensure compliance with legal requirements and

products, particularly with regard to reaching younger

are particularly used in the financial sector. RegTech

target groups with game-like applications.

gives companies the ability to accommodate regulatory
challenges using digital solutions.

Drones
Drones are airborne and waterborne devices that can
Mobile payment services

move along predefined routes or be remotely controlled

The digital wallet is typically embedded in a mobile

by humans. In the financial sector, drones can be used to

phone. With mobile payment services, the amount of

valuate property or review a car insurance claim.

data and opportunities to target marketing campaigns
etc. is growing.

PSD2
The PSD2 regulation can speed up digital transformation
Blockchain

in that banks no longer have a monopoly on customer

One of the key elements of blockchain technology is what

data and through open software user interfaces, APIs will

is called a ‘ledger’, which is a database of the content. The

provide platform-based business models with new financial

technology is based on the foundation behind Bitcoin,

ecosystems based on Open Banking.

which made it possible for many people to trade value with
each other over the Internet without needing a third party
– like a bank – to verify the transaction.

Development trends in the financial sector
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NEW COMPETITORS OR
BUSINESS PARTNERS?

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES
AND FINTECH

With digitalisation, new players have emerged in the

response to digital disruption from the new fintech

financial services value chain - fintech companies. The

start-ups and based on this has identified various

fintech company business model is typically based on

competitive strategies (PWC, 2016):

PWC has analysed the established financial sector’s

reducing costs for the customer through automation
and technology platforms and by focusing on only one

THE HESITANT

service in the value chain. Even though fintech compan-

They have deliberately chosen not to be first movers

ies compete based on accessibility and user-friendliness,

but to wait and see which technology platforms win

the fact that they are only accessible through a digital

out. The risk is that these companies will not be able

interface may exclude some customer groups - partic-

to saddle up quickly enough in terms of skills or or-

ularly the elderly. Fintech is a global growth area and

ganisational or technological ability.

Copenhagen Fintech Lab in Denmark has particularly
contributed to creating frameworks, which can spur

THE COOPERATIVE

the development of a strong ecosystem, though access

They have either acquired fintech companies and/or

to capital and market size poses a challenge (Deloitte,

have entered strategic partnerships. The challenge is

2017). In autumn 2017, the Danish Ministry of Industry,

the organisational and cultural integration of fintech

Business and Financial Affairs launched an action plan

companies, which typically operate with a different

for fintech (Erhvervsministeriet, 2017). Globally there is

“mindset” and business culture. A merger can lead

a growing trend for established financial services com-

to losing critical skills because key employees look

panies and fintech companies to form partnerships.

elsewhere.

Fintech companies are not only competitors, but also
partners that can accelerate the digital transformation

WE GO OURSELVES

of the banks. Nykredit has established a partnership with

This group massively invests in its own development

Lunar Way and Nordea has partnered with the fintech

in the form of development labs as an independent

company Basware. Basware offers dynamic discounts to

department, such as Danske Bank and their laborat-

business customers depending on the speed of the pay-

ory, MobileLife.

ment (Finanswatch, 2017). Internationally, we see the
same trend towards partnerships between fintech com-

AD HOC INTERACTION

panies and established players (Cap Gemini & EFMA,

It can be resource-intensive for smaller financial

2017). For example, the German insurance company

companies to establish strategic partnerships on

Munich Re has partnered with two fintech companies

development initiatives. The use of hackathons and

in insurance. Both companies specialise in personalising

other crowdsourcing solutions can be a way to get

insurance services and Munich Re sees an opportunity

insight into the potentials of the technology and can

through the partnership to gain market share by offer-

be used as a possible basis for making an educated

ing more customer-friendly solutions at a lower price.

guess about the future branch infrastructure.

BRANCH STRATEGY OF THE FUTURE
It is uncertain how future jobs will evolve, as it depends
upon factors such as choice of branch strategy and investment in a local, physical presence as a strategic asset.
While banks are closing branches, they are developing
new digital solutions to meet customer needs when
customers come to the local branches. According to a
global analysis by the financial organisation Efma, physical branches still play an important role in terms of:
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• Recruiting customers
• Making the brand clear to the customers
• Withdrawing and depositing cash
• Cross-selling of products and financial services
The analysis (Efma, 2017) shows that a little over half
of the interviewed managers expect to reduce the number of branches in the future and this will also lead to
a reduction in the number of staff. The trend is not
clear. About ¼ plan to expand the number of branches
while also investing in the development of new branch

Digital transformation
of business models
A real digital transformation is about changing
business models and whole new ways of accessing customers. It is a journey from reactive to
proactive offers, where products, marketing, identification of customers etc. become much more
targeted using technologies such as ‘cognitive
computing’ and data analysis.

concepts to reduce fixed costs. On a global level, many
banks have introduced flexible working methods with

Today

In the future

the opportunity to work from home. This is particularly

Industry-specific

Ecosystem - sector convergence, partnerships,
open banking and platform
consolidation

Standardised advisory
product focus

Customer focus with individualised approach

Experience-based

Data-driven and relational

Self-service interface

Intuitive, customised and
intelligent - omni-channel
solutions

Sale of products

Personalised, data-based
and proactive advice

Call centres

Intelligent digital service
assistants

Execution of processes

Customer journey over time
and in various phases of life

Digital technology as a tool
for streamlining

Automation of routine tasks,
added value creation through
service transformation and
augmentation of employee
expertise

Short-term profitability

Long-term perspective on
ROI - from bank to service
company

Social role through shareholder exchanges

Social responsibility focus
on sustainable banking
through an active role in the
development of technological infrastructure, focus on
unbanked groups, interaction with and development
of entrepreneurs, advising
companies with regard to
investments in
digital transformation and
green investments.

the case in large cities where the cost of physical infrastructure is high and transport time to work can be long.
In that sense, flexible working methods are features of
“the future of work”, which can be beneficial to both
employers and employees. One possible development
scenario is a shift in the traditional business model of
branches based on transactions to branches becoming
advisory service centres enabled by partnerships with
fintech companies to keep costs down and ensure a wide
spectrum of digital services. In such a scenario, data becomes the core of the business model. Even though the
purely digital business model, such as the German Fidor
Bank, has its cost advantages, physical branches provide
better opportunities to build closer customer relationships, offer advice on complex products and needs and
deliver the experience of personalised advice, particularly for customers who have complex problems and
need personal interaction.

SERVICE TRANSFORMATION
THROUGH DIGITALISATION
For many years, the financial sector has been an early
adopter of digital technologies. This has streamlined
access to financial business processes through early investments in automation and digital technologies. The
emergence of fintech companies and new players who
have started offering financial services challenges the
banks to transform their service model. Internationally,
the financial sector is in the middle of a transformation
process which in many ways represents innovations of
the very core of financial services, which have relied

Development trends in the financial sector
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on a strong product focus and excellence in executing

able transformation in society and notably enable more

processes which have been automated through previous

Danish SMEs to be able to fully harvest the potentials of

investments in digital infrastructures in order to deliver

digital technologies It is a familiar challenge that Dan-

shareholder value. There are different scenarios for

ish SMEs are often slower to adapt digital solutions in a

how a transformation from 3.0 to what characterises the

transformative way. At present there is a great need for

4.0 business model will look like. Emerging features of

specialised advice on switching to a more digital busi-

4.0 are a deeper level of collaboration within the eco-

ness model for SMEs with growth ambitions. Financial

system and the relational customer-focused professional

companies could potentially offer some of this special-

deployment of digital technologies that augment their

ised advice, whether it be digital opportunities, IT secur-

expertise. Others have adopted a long-term perspective

ity, finance, market analysis, etc.

on return on investment (ROI) focusing on active community engagement and sustainable growth.
A real digital transformation is about changing business
models and new ways of interacting with and creating
value for customers. It is a journey from reactive to proactive solutions, where products, marketing, and identi-

GAME CHANGING TECHNOLOGIES:
A QUESTION OF STRATEGIC CHOICES

fication of customer needs become more personalised

Essentially, the development and utilisation of AI tech-

using technologies such as ‘cognitive computing’ and

nologies is about strategic choices, which also impacts

data analysis. Therefore, technology has a central place

how jobs will develop quantitatively and qualitatively in

in the business model.

the financial sector and also how customers will experience the quality of customer service. It is not the tech-

CUSTOMER SERVICE 24/7

nologies themselves that drive development, but the

The digital development has resulted in customers hav-

strategic choices of management. Experiences with AI/

ing higher expectations for how, when and where they

cognitive banking are still so new and sporadic that it

have access to financial services. And at the same time,

would be rewarding to have more public-private partner-

younger customers do not have the same customer loy-

ships around “sandboxes”, where companies can exper-

alty as the older generations. Mobile banking has been

iment with new technologies and business models. An

one of the answers, but it is likely that banks will imple-

enabling policy framework, which is critical to innova-

ment intelligent digital personal assistants in customer

tion, can promote a more exploratory and experimental

service in the coming years. Developments in machine

approach to cognitive technologies – without a pre-

learning, natural language recognition and advanced

defined business case. This could contribute to a wider

analytics are resulting in smart conversational interfaces

perspective on digitalisation beyond the current focus

to predict customer behaviour, enabling banks to be

on productivity and efficiency gains. The challenge for

proactive in their advice, whether they are functioning

companies is that investments in game-changing tech-

as a stand-alone or connected to back office data or used

nologies are still relatively unexplored, so the return on

by an advisor as part of an omni-channel strategy. With

investment is uncertain. Balancing short-term and long-

the uptake of digital solutions such as digital service as-

term priorities requires resources and willingness to

sistants and smart bots, financial service providers will

invest in development. Internationally, lessons emerge

have to consider which tasks should be assigned to the

which show that companies that have adopted proactive

smart tools and which task are ultimately best handled

strategies, which imply a risk taking and an entrepren-

by professionals, which is ultimately a strategic choice

eurial culture, see a clear return of investment.

regarding business models.
By not exploring the possibilities of new technologies
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SPECIALISED ADVICE IN THE DIGITAL

companies risk that their business model becomes ob-

TRANSFORMATION

solete through commodisation of services. Previously,

Looking to Singapore, it is plausible that financial com-

banks focused largely on increasing efficiency through

panies could play a key role in the digital and sustain-

investments in digitalisation, while others have explored

Development trends in the financial sector

SEB Group - DIGITALISATION with
the customer in focus
SEB Group is a leading financial com-

strategic uncertainty. We are daring

pany with headquarters in Sweden

to try an experimental approach

that started to see digital disruption

that makes it necessary to always

as a development potential back in

challenge yourself. This also applies

2012. The Head of Innovation in SEB,

to jobs and skills and the foundation

Nicolas Moch (CIO), pointed out

of our business itself and whether or

that their digitalisation strategy is

not we are a bank at all in five years”,

largely aimed at strengthening their

says Erica Lundin, Head of the Aida

global excellence in customer ser-

Centre of Excellence in SEB Group.

vice rather than gaining efficiency.

(Hanne Shapiro SIRI Commission)

SEB therefore chose to invest in the

“A business case
based on firing a
number of people
is not the right
rationale for AI
investments”

virtual smart agent Amelia/Aida (in

SEB invests in technology

SEB it is just called Aida) because it

In SEB Group’s Vision 2025, world-

enables connection to back office,

class customer service is a key

which is supported by other software

objective. Ultimately, it is about

from the supplier IPsoft. Over time,

building relationships and trust and

the intention is for Aida to take over

how different customer groups feel

the more basic advisory tasks and

in a more digital and mobile world.

to automatically go to an advisor for

The implementation of Aida has

more complex tasks to increase the

proceeded in two phases and the

quality of 24/7 customer concepts.

second phase is not complete. “AI

SEB also sees itself as a key player

technologies have been ‘sold’ as

scalability and availability in service.

in terms of being a partner in the de-

efficiency technologies”, says the

From a competitive perspective, it is

velopment of financial infrastructure

CIO of SEB Group, Nicolas Moch,

far more important than a reduction

and to prevent the monopolisation

“but this misses out on the trans-

in the number of employees.”

of innovation concentrated around

formative potential of the technolo-

a few global players (BigTechs). In-

gies”. The technologies are about

The smart technologies, such as

stead of engaging with management

communication and behaviour and

Aida, hold a number of transform-

consultants and their predictions

the customers are different. Some

ative potentials that go far beyond

for the future, SEB Group likes to

people prefer a digital channel, for

the rationale of streamlining. In Aida/

investigate the potential of tech-

others it’s personal dialogue. “A busi-

Amelia’s case, this particularly applies

nologies themselves. According to

ness case based on firing a number

to an integrated solution that also in-

Nicolas Moch, it doesn’t have to be

of people is not the right rationale for

cludes IPsoft’s IPcenter. This makes

a big investment. SEB Group’s start-

AI investments”, says SEB’s CIO Nic-

it possible to integrate back office

ing point has been an experimental

olas Moch. “It’s more about service

data with the actual use of Aida and

business case approach with a ven-

quality. If you go to two different de-

this makes it into a bot that answers

ture capital perspective: how much

partments, you’ll probably get differ-

customer questions, but over time

risk do they want to take on and what

ent answers. By using AI in the form

and through training and interaction

losses would they accept. “The po-

of intelligent virtual service agents,

with the customer, it becomes able to

tential is huge but associated with

it is possible to create consistency,

solve problems for the customer.

Development trends in the financial sector
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how AI technologies allow for service innovation (such
as SEB Group focusing on 24/7 services and consistent
quality in services across channels).

PAYMENT SERVICES

A transformative approach to AI allows for a triple-win

The increased digitalisation and proliferation of smart-

perspective, to the benefit of companies/shareholders,

phones has promoted the development of new payment

customers and employees, based on:

services and new markets with other players, which has

1. Long-term ROI based on excellence in service and
based on customer preferences

resulted in growth in non-cash transactions globally – and
particularly in Denmark.

2. A new mix of physical/digital solutions allows for a
new form of presence and a clear societal role as a

At the end of 2015, the European Parliament and Coun-

competent, highly specialised advisor in the local

cil of Europe adopted a new payment services directive,

community, e.g. for select business clusters etc.

Directive (EU) 2015/2366 (“PSD2”), which replaces the

3. Alignment of standards and procedures etc. in

payment services directive from 2007. The purpose of the

back office functions and through cognitive bank-

directive is to implement a comprehensive modernisation

ing in customer-centered solutions. AI solutions

of regulations on payment services, partly as a result of

can also potentially improve compliance and effi-

the technological developments that have led to an in-

ciency

crease in the number of electronic payments and mobile

4. Specialisation, agility and a social profile in rela-

payments and the emergence of a variety of new forms of

tion to entrepreneurs through interaction with

payment services. PSD2 was implemented in the member

the ecosystem

states’ national legislation in January 2018. The directive

5. Quality jobs, which are a prerequisite for attracting and retaining talent

now also covers providers of account information services
and payment initiation services. With PSD2 entering into

6. More responsive and consistent quality of service

force, banks must give third-party providers access to cus-

7. Better resource utilisation through automation of

tomer accounts via APIs i.e. open software user interfaces.

routine tasks, which can enable employees to un-

This will open the financial services market to new players

dertake more complex roles

in payment services and PSD2 may lead to fundamental

8. Faster and more precise answers to questions

changes in the payment value chain and thus impact the

9. Proactive impartial advice - financial fitness

business models in the financial sector.

throughout life using e.g. predictive analytics
10. Work-life balance - flexibility and durability in a
dynamic work life

According to the World Economic Forum, it is uncertain
how the dynamics will play out between the traditional
players in the financial sector, fintech companies and gi-

The development and use of cognitive technologies is

ant tech companies like Apple, Google, AliPay etc.

still in an early phase considering the technologies’ potential. Therefore, it will be an advantage if there is a

One of the expectations is that banks will utilise PSD2 in

political will to prioritise public-private partnerships that

the form of API solutions that can support the develop-

can create sandboxes where companies can experiment

ment of a platform-based business model in partnership

with technologies that can promote a more investigative

with fintech companies and allow the financial sector to

and experimental approach to cognitive technologies

provide advanced data-based service solutions that go

without defining the business case as a savings initiative

beyond traditional financial services. Select banks are

ahead of time. Sandboxes and labs can also help build

starting to experiment with APIs, such as the German

and develop the skills that are in demand.

digital-only bank Fidor Bank, which currently bases its
banking business on an open API. This creates a transformation of business models with banks becoming platforms for their own and their partners’ products and services in an ecosystem, such as DBS bank in Singapore. A
new report on fintech from the World Economic Forum
(World Economic Forum, 2017) shows that fintech com-
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panies are more frequently becoming partners rather
than competitors, in part because the fintech companies
do not have the necessary resources to scale, and fintechs
can on the other hand drive digital innovations among
incumbents.

PARTNERSHIPS THAT COMPARE TO
MULTINATIONAL PLAYERS?
As a country, and in a larger context of the Nordic re-

CUSTOMER DATA IS THE NEW GOLD

gion, Denmark is interesting to global players because of

Providers of payment solutions are particularly seen as

Danes’ high level of digitalisation and digital readiness.

a threat by established players, as they can potentially
change the rules of the game regarding ownership of

We also have scaled digital consumer solutions such as

customer accounts, since providers of payment solutions

Dankort and MobilePay. Professor Jan Damsgaard from

will be able to initiate payments from customer accounts

CBS believes it is a matter of time before Apple and

and also charge customers fees. The challenge for banks

Facebook are very visible in the market for payment ser-

is that their business model has to be able to accom-

vices in Denmark and they are so strong that it will force

modate increased costs due to data/IT security require-

the Danish financial sector and probably also the Nordic

ments.

Due to open APIs, it will at the same time be

financial sector to find common ground. This is not just

more difficult for banks to differentiate themselves in

a matter of competition, as a growing concentration of

the market for payment services and loans. Other play-

multinational IT companies, including in finance, can

ers will also be able to develop new services based on cus-

ultimately hamper innovation in finance/fintech.

tomer data. This creates greater pressure for innovation.
Although MobilePay has a large market share, Apple’s
One of the challenges for the established players in the

potential advantage is the fact that its chip for contact-

financial sector is that their IT infrastructure is largely

less payment is locked to the individual iPhone, and

based on legacy systems. The banks are also challenged

about half the smartphones in Denmark are iPhones.

regarding their traditional organisational culture. The

The chip is essential, as it can make payment in stores

customer and sales culture has been built up around

much smoother, because iPhone users don’t need to

product sales. With the opportunities of data-driven

open MobilePay when they pay. Apple Pay’s business

innovation, the banks have to take stock of customers’

model is based on each transaction triggering a fee in

actual and latent needs to a far greater extent and then

addition to banks having to pay for a license agreement

flexibly assemble solutions. This requires the ability to

(Computer World, 2016). The competition in the Dan-

look at processes and solutions through the lens of a cus-

ish market is a reality, in part because of the interna-

tomer. This transformation process is very similar to the

tional players. Danske Bank has previously stated that

transformation process that the major IT service com-

Nets’ plans for a digital Dankort don’t work with Mobile-

panies such as Microsoft and IBM have gone through.

Pay (Mobile nu, 2017).

PSD2 will likely increase the market opportunities for

In April 2017, after the break with Danske Bank, Nets

fintech companies because banks will no longer have a

launched a form of mobile Dankort with an app that acts

monopoly on customer data. Factors such as customer

like a ‘wallet’ with Dankort information registered in it.

confidence, big banks’ digital innovation strategies and

Particularly interested users were invited to participate

possibly an increased integration of the financial mar-

in the further development of the solution in a Nets Idea

kets in the EU could affect future opportunities, but

Lab (Computerworld, 2017). Customer assessments in-

how this will play out is uncertain.

dicate that Nets has not been doing well with the launch
of its Dankort App. Nets’ response to the criticism has
been to say that it is a beta version (Mere Mobil, 2017).
Nets has taken an international leap through a new partnership with the Silicon Valley Accelerator Plug and Play
Tech Centre. Nets will help spot ideas and advise fintech
entrepreneurs. The expectation is that it will give Nets

Development trends in the financial sector
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invaluable market insight. And the competition is tough,
particularly because the multinational players like Apple
Pay and Alipay were on their way into the Danish market in late 2017 (Mere Mobil, 2017). How large retail
chains act will also influence the development of mobile
payment services and there is no clear picture. Professor
Jan Damsgaard from CBS believes that it is critical for

Developments in
payment services
Below are examples of development trends in new
ecosystems revolving around payment solutions:

Danish mobile payment providers to act in a coordin-

BIOMETRIC ACCESS TO MOBILE BANKING

ated way if they want to compete with the global players

Samsung has started a partnership with Bank of

(Finanswatch, 2016). Gartner believes that in 2018, 50

America where they are testing customers logging

per cent of all payments will be made via mobile phones,

in to their mobile online bank by scanning their eyes.

but Jan Damsgaard also points out that the development

This pilot test is the first step towards using biometric

will heavily depend on how the strategic partnerships

authentication to log in (Mobil nu, 2017) and to con-

are drawn between the global players and the financial

struct a digital identity so customers can access their

sector - including fintechs and the retail industry.

bank as easily as possible and significantly more securely than a fingerprint scanner.

DEVELOPMENT TRENDS OF THE FUTURE?

The development in IoT is expected to speed up the

The market battle about mobile payment services is es-

A smart refrigerator with sensors can receive voice

sentially about data. Each transaction is a data gener-

commands to order groceries from the store, pay for

ator that can be used in the existing ecosystem to map a

them and have groceries delivered to the door.

VOICE-ACTIVATED PAYMENT
development of voice-activated payment services.

customer profile. The larger the ecosystem that can be
created around a brand, the stronger the platform be-

COMMODIFICATION OF BASIC PAYMENT

comes. With the development in AI and predictive ana-

SERVICES

lytics, it will be possible to generate sales to other indus-

The financial sector is expected to be under increas-

tries based on aggregated customer data, like Barclay in

ing pressure to develop value-creating services

the UK, for example (The Guardian, 2013). Banks will

for various customer segments, particularly due to

also be able to create new advisory services based on cus-

the increasing commodification of basic payment

tomer consumption in the same way as big players like

services. Based on customer data, banks can of-

Apple, etc. Banks have a strategic interest in customer

fer SMEs without the necessary capacity services

data which can be used to personalise sales and services.

based on AI technologies, such as predictive analytics, to support personalisation and market intel-

Many with insights into financial services expect that

ligence. This way, banks will become closer to the

new ecosystems will emerge around payment solutions,

customers’ business with the ability to specialise in

and that these will be strengthened by the development

various industries (Blum, 2016).

in IoT e.g. in areas such as health and transportation.

We see that the development in digital technologies

Driverless cars could also accelerate developments.

leads to sector convergence with new types of services and players on the field e.g. within the automot-

Ultimately, it raises questions about financial products

ive industry.

and services in the future: Will they be like the products
we know today, or more like data and services relating

PSD2

to data?

The directive could possibly accelerate the transformation of the financial sector with the emergence

NEW ECOSYSTEMS

of a new ecosystems. Ultimately, it raises the ques-

Several studies have identified opportunities in the com-

tion of the financial products of the future: Are they

ing years with digital service innovations as part of Smart

the products we know today or are they data and services relating to data?
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City solutions, driven by developments in global met-

the wider competitiveness strategy that financial firms

ropolises, changing mobility patterns, and critical chal-

pursue. The available analyses are either old (Irish Ex-

lenges in society. The Smart City concept spans a range

pert group on future skills needs, 2007), or they provide

of service areas in a city and is driven by data and in-

insights into demand trends at an aggregated level

novative digital technologies (Erhvervsstyrelsen, 2017).

(European Institute of Banking Education and Train-

The development of self-driving cars, mobile payment

ing, 2017) (Accenture, 2016). Analyses on the impact of

solutions and IoT, for example, can promote sharing

digitalisation on branch infrastructures and the impact

economy concepts where fewer people choose to own a

on jobs and skills reach different conclusions, which

car and more people lease or share cars when they need

reflect that company strategies regarding local branch

one (Krueger & Johnston, 2016).

infrastructures are highly varied both when it comes to
the geography of branch offices in the future and the

Banks can benefit from their deep knowledge of com-

role they should be able to fulfil. Due to the role the

pliance, volume of customers and capital solvency, while

financial services sector plays in our economy, numer-

also standing strong when it comes to customer confidence that banks can process customer data, payments
and money transfers securely (Accenture, 2016). One
opportunity for banks is to become the centre of an

Skills of the future

ecosystem that connects private and business customers
with their own services and third-party service providers

To accommodate future trends, Danish financial em-

in an ecosystem (PWC, 2016).

ployees should get a better understanding of and insight into the new technologies that will probably be

SINGAPORE: SMART NATION

core technologies in the coming years. Digital educa-

An example of the above is Singapore, which aims to

tion and an understanding of design and data will be

develop into a so-called SMART nation by exploiting

in-demand skills in the future along with an ability to

new digital opportunities to create a better life for its

work in an interdisciplinary way with agile develop-

inhabitants while also laying the foundation for an eco-

ment methods.

nomically competitive, global city. Singapore’s vision

However, there is not just a trend of jobs becoming

spans several sectors across health, transportation, ICT

more technologically intensive. Skills requirements

and financial services. Smart technology is about con-

relating to cognitive and social skills are increasing

necting sensors to networks and computers, which can

e.g. problem solving, communication, cooperation,

intelligently monitor the life of the city for everything

creativity and fluid thinking.

from waste sorting to road lighting to provide seamless
services. In Singapore, this includes contactless payment

There has been a demand for an “integrator”

services for public transportation and a cashless society

T-shaped profile. The T-shaped employee can put

via e-Payments and mobile solutions.

their professional skills into play with other professionals and they have an understanding of how vari-

PERSPECTIVES ON THE SKILLS
OF THE FUTURE

ous professional skills interact. The T-shaped profile
has a depth and a breadth of skills, competences and
underpinning knowledge.
Professional advice will still play an active role in
the future but in a more personalised form than we

Despite numerous international consulting reports

see today. The advisor can take a holistic perspect-

concluding that the financial sector faces challenges in

ive on the customer’s life, which a bot will probably

terms of attracting, recruiting and retaining talent with

not be able to do. The advisor also can facilitate a

the right digital competences, there are few reports that

customer’s decision making by discussing the cus-

have tried to systematically analyse emerging changes in

tomer’s situation and drawing up the consequences

jobs and job functions within financial services within

of different choices, and in that way qualifying customer decisions in the context of the customer’s life
situation.
Development trends in the financial sector
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ous studies are published annually. Yet there are very few

are automated and banks have to compete based on

studies in the financial sector which at a more granular

their ability to build a trusted professional relationship

firm level have analysed competitiveness strategies and

with their customers. Banks like the Singaporean bank

the role of digital technologies in that respect, and how

DBS Bank are increasingly using non-formal learning to

these choices are reflected in work organisation prac-

develop these types of competences as they are highly

tices, and ultimately the quality of jobs and the nature

contextual, and they organise in-house hackathons, i.e.

of skills in demand, quantitatively and qualitatively. The

development and learning spaces to enable employees

speed and nature of AI adoption is still highly uncertain

to acquire systematic methods for user-centred design,

in the financial sector.

Globally, the rate of adoption

agile project management and collaborative problem

varies considerably, and smart technologies are adop-

solving through addressing authentic challenges from

ted for quite different purposes with some prioritising

their professional practice. Hackathon participants

a reduction in head counts whilst other have a dual ap-

come from all functional areas of the bank, as the aim

proach with focus on both efficiency gains and value-ad-

is for all employees to be part of an entrepreneurial cul-

ded services.

ture. In that sense the model differs from innovation
labs, which are typically organised as a unit detached

Although it is beneficial for an employee to be a special-

from operations.

ist in a more complex advisory area, whether it be business consulting or personal consulting, the employee

DIGITAL SKILLS ARE ALSO A TOPIC FOR MAN-

should retain and continue to develop their general ad-

AGEMENT AND BOARDS OF DIRECTORS

visory competences within the context of the customer

Transformation of the financial sector through digital

centered banking services, and these competences can

and automation technologies as a means to drive long-

be complimented by functional digital skills and com-

term competitiveness and the development of good jobs

petences for example so that they can use relevant AI/

ultimately depends on leadership skills. In 2016, the IBM

cognitive technologies when they advise customers.

Institute for Business Value conducted a survey among

Even if employees are not directly involved in develop-

more than 2,000 senior executives in the financial sector.

ing digital products and solutions, case studies show that

The study found that cognitive technologies, with their

employees need to have a basic understanding of how

potential for both automating and augmenting human

cognitive technologies are structured and function to

expertise and thus transforming the premises for doing

contribute to ensuring data quality. A basic understand-

financial business, were at the time just beginning to ap-

ing of cognitive technologies also permits employees

pear as a topic in executive courses and in boardrooms.

to move into new job roles e.g. in the utilisation of AI

There is a risk that investment considerations continue

technologies. Mathematics and statistical knowledge

to be perceived as an issue for the IT department, dis-

are underlying skills in this context. Overall, there is

connected from strategic business development due to

a need for branch employees to have broad technolo-

the complexity of the topic (IBM Institute for Business

gical insight and knowledge of different technologies

Value, 2016).

that are particularly suited to financial advising, so that
employees can put together optimal solutions that com-

MANAGEMENT SHOULD TAKE THE LEAD

bine effective utilisation of technology with the added

There is a growing recognition that it is not technologies

value that comes from personal and competent advice.

in themselves that drive business transformation, but

Finally, methods that relate to the customer journey and

people - management and employees. What the finan-

business development can be valuable for developing

cial jobs of the future will look like will depend upon the

customer-specific service solutions. Compliance man-

business strategy pursued by a bank. Therefore, man-

agement and regtech are also growing work areas.

agement needs to take a proactive role spelling out the
vision underpinning technological investments in order

14

Jobs are not just more technology intensive. Cognitive

to drive development and enable the buy-in of employ-

and social competences such as problem solving, com-

ees to organisational transformation rather than letting

munication, cooperation, creativity and fluid thinking

digital investments remain an IT issue. When manage-

increase in importance as more routinised job functions

ment and the board are hesitant or lack insight into the

Development trends in the financial sector

potentials of new technologies and their risks, there is a

pirical knowledge about how different digital strategies

tendency for companies to retain an operational focus

are implemented in practice in the work organisation

rather than looking into innovation opportunities, and

and in job functions, and hence the job content and job

this hinders opportunities for experimentation.

developments in the financial sector - quantitatively and
qualitatively. Another critical uncertainty is the speed

UNCERTAINTY ABOUT SKILLS REQUIREMENTS

by which banks will move from a pilot stage to begin

Digital development trends related to branch infrastruc-

implementing cognitive technologies, and the relative

tures are in no way uniform, which has consequences for

balance between an automation or augmentation of hu-

employee tasks and skills. There is still insufficient em-

man expertise.

Examples of new job profiles
Financial Times, amongst others, points out that e.g. financial analysts and advisors are more and more frequently educating themselves in computer science and programming languages such as R, Java and Python to
prepare for the development of jobs in the financial sector. The following job functions have crystallized in the
reviewed literature and various Internet sources on job development trends e.g. LinkedIn and Indeed.com:

Financial controller

Social Behavioural Scientist

Use of real-time data analysis focusing on the prevention

(e.g. psychologist, anthropologist)

of unintentional actions and behaviour. Management of

Modelling customers and customer behaviour and as-

results and not processes. Advanced Excel. Insight into

sessing the business implications with knowledge of

AI technologies - EPR systems, Office systems including

e.g. cognitive psychology, economic psychology, hu-

Excel at an advanced level, data visualisation tools.

man-centred design.

Data Scientist

RegTech Compliance Management

Skills relating to the ability to manipulate and interpret

Cryptography, cloud technologies and security, biomet-

large amounts of structured and unstructured data from

ric solutions, potential blockchain for improving data

internal and external sources. The job function also re-

management and security. Machine learning, advanced

quires a deep financial insight to be able to ask the right

analytics that can improve data analysis. Data visualisa-

questions about data and ensure data quality, as well as

tion tools. Knowledge of automated online data report-

the ability to combine operational and financial market

ing portals. Knowledge of biometric technology. Know-

data into “actionable insights”.

ledge of financial regulations.

Scenario Planner

Software Developer

Modelling and strategic planning e.g. using scenario

Application design and development, application re-en-

modelling, Advanced Excel skills (including pivot tables

gineering (agile methods and SCRUM), system architec-

and macros), data visualisation tools.

ture, API application interfaces, user interface design,
Java, C++, C#), relational database management systems, web technologies (e.g. JSP, ASP.NET, Javascript)
and middleware (e.g. CORBA, TIBCO), knowledge of
omni-channel environments and related software development. Dev-ops as agile development method.
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UX/UI design

Digital Product Development Manager

“End to end” customer journey for mobile platforms,

Defining and executing a ‘digital product roadmap’.

including responsive design, web technologies and UI

Has a deep knowledge of technologies/technology

design, as well as skills in Sketch and Envison. Also access-

platforms, strategy, marketing, legal and risk manage-

ibility and usability standards, tools and methods in user

ment relating to data aggregation, cyber security and

design. Methods in A/B testing, accessibility best prac-

API banking. Can act strategically in relation to large

tices, WCAG, methods for lean/agile design, complex

volumes of data. Can cooperate in shifting teams and

conceptual thinking - visualisation methods. Knowledge

has strong communicative skills. Can lead R&D product

of digital omni-channel environments and related design.

development. Can build strong external relationships to
systematically capture market trends and build partnerships to strengthen the ecosystem. Insight into CSRUM,
agile product development and project management,
as well as human-centred design and customer journey
methods.

Personal Financial Advisor
Employees are given greater responsibility in terms of
data-driven advice for individual customers. As a consequence, employees must have functional insight into
AI-based tools, possibly including visualisation tools and
algorithm construction. The development can support
new advisory concepts, where data is actively used together with the customer. Skills relating to communication, forming relationships, cognitive psychology, economic psychology and human-centred design are all important competences that can support the development
of the advisor role, but all skills are based on traditional
and key advisory skills, where trust and forming relationships are central.

Development trends in the financial sector
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New approaches to
identifying skills

THE TOP 10 JOB TITLES WERE:
1. Data Scientist
2. Business Analyst
3. Software Developer
4. Data Engineer

As skills obsolescence occurs in faster cycles it becomes

5. Network Engineer

critical how we ensure a sufficiently responsive training

6. Risk Manager

and education system. A key question is how we will en-

7. Business Intelligence Analyst

sure that career guidance in dynamic industries such

8. System Analysts

as the financial sector has the necessary tools available,

9. Database Architects

both because of the speed of change in the sector and

10. Finance Quantitative Analysts

because the development trends are in no way clear. The
U.S. company Burning Glass, with approximately 400

Data science is a fundamental basic profession in digital

employees in the U.S., Canada, England, Singapore and

banking and it is based on solid mathematical and statist-

Australia, is a global market leader in the use of real-time

ical knowledge and abilities (e.g. SAS, machine learning

labour market data (job ads) to identify demand for skills

and data mining, knowledge of big data/data processing)

and career paths and mapping these also to CVs. Based

that are in demand. Programming skills such as Python,

on a smaller analysis of U.S. labour market data, Burning

SQL, Java, R and Apache Hadoop open source software)

Glass (Bittle, 2017) concluded that the following ten jobs,

are growing in demand due to the adoption of AI tech-

which were the top new job openings in the financial sec-

nologies.

tor in the U.S. in 2017, all require automation skills in one
way or another.

In a study of the financial sector, Burning Glass showed
through the analysis of job-ads how demands for digitally
related skills that had previously been relatively low now
were growing, and that the demand for data scientists had

DBS SINGAPORE - NEW
LEARNING METHODS

increased more than the demand for traditional financial
job profiles.
As pointed out earlier, there is also an increasing demand
for non-technology-intensive skills such as social and com-

DBS Bank is increasingly using informal learning to

municative abilities, which Burning Glass has also shown

develop skills such as cooperation, communication

through its studies - and in particular the ability to put

and problem solving. This way, organisational de-

professional skills into play in an interdisciplinary team

velopment and skills development are aligned in the

environment.

form of ‘action learning’. For this purpose, DBS holds
internal hackathons i.e. a development and learning

Rapid changes in skills, sectoral convergence, and com-

space to enable that employees acquire systematic

petitive strategies that result in quite different type of

methods for user-centred design, agile project man-

demands, increase the need for more refined methods

agement and collective problem solving i.e. based

to identify the skills needs of the future and to capture

on authentic challenges from their professional life.

emerging trends among first mover firms.

Therefore, DBS Bank has downplayed formal train-

Burning Glass has developed data-driven methods and re-

ing. The bank has recently launched a five-year de-

fined skills taxonomies to identify career paths and what

velopment project titled DBS Horizon, which builds

new skills, certificates etc. are needed for an individual to

on the e-learning platform SABA and is a cloud-

increase their “employability”.

based learning management solution that utilises
artificial intelligence as a guide and ensures that the
individual has flexible access to online learning.
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